CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

‘Chris was able to provide a good value fast service. The topographical survey of our site was entirely accurate’.
Martha Covell MRTPI
Director of Planning and Regeneration
Edwards Covell Architecture and Planning
‘Having used Woods Surveys on our contracts from their inception, we find their service efficient, trustworthy and the personal attention we receive
exceptional, they are truly a high-calibre team.
We would highly recommend Woods Surveys to other companies’.
C J Pryor
Chairman: C J Pryor (Contracts) Ltd
‘Soils Limited used Woods Surveys to undertake a survey of test hole locations on a large site in Hertfordshire on a very tight time schedule. The works were
undertaken within the time scale and to a very professional standard.
Subsequent work on the site required regular precise levelling of a trial foundation, in order to validate the actual immediate and longer term settlement
against the calculated settlement of the loaded foundation. This involved Chris working in a tight area of a busy working site at regular time intervals over a
set period of time. Chris Woods assisted in setting up the test and subsequently undertook the precise levelling at regular pre-set time intervals over a set
period of time, again in a very professional way.
Soils Limited have no hesitation in recommending the work undertaken by Woods Surveys.’
Rob Higginson B.Sc., P.G.Dip, C.Eng, MICE, FGS.
Director: Soils Limited
‘We commissioned Woods Surveys to carry out a boundary survey prior to the recent sale of our property. The service we received was prompt and efficient
and I would be happy to use them should the need arise’.
Iain Davies, Chartered Surveyor
Private Residential Customer
‘He is a very professional man who’s experience is second to none. Very self motivated and with the experience gained will hopefully be very very successful.
Anybody wishing to use his services would be pleasantly surprised in my view...... I am hard to please so I have been told by many. Top qualities: Great
Results, Expert, On Time’
Lionel Whitnell
Whitnell Contracts Ltd
‘Chris did a great job for us at short notice and we were impressed at his professionalism and the speed of his service. We would certainly use Chris again if
we needed any topographic survey work undertaken’.
Danny Sharpe
Director: Northstar
‘We commissioned Woods Surveys to carry out a topographical survey and from that to design to set criteria the earthworks profiles upon which to place our
new greenhouses. Chris set to work promptly and proposed several solutions, talking us through each in a professional and easy to understand manner. We
would thoroughly recommend Woods Surveys and have no hesitation in using them again’
Joe Colletti
Director: Glinwell plc
‘We employed Woods Surveys to provide the site engineering services on our prestigious, high spec. housing development. They were involved from start to
finish advising on all measurement matters including surveying and balancing the earthworks, designing the drainage levels and setting out. Chris was always
willing to attend site at short notice and weekends if required. We look forward to employing Woods Surveys on our next project.’
Mick Hart
MH Developers Ltd
“I was recommended Chris Woods from an earthmoving friend of mine and after meeting Chris on one of our sites in Essex I was pleasantly surprised and
immediately comfortable with his presence on site. He uses the latest cutting edge technology surveying equipment and has vast wealth of knowledge and
experience using it. I was extremely pleased with his work, he is totally reliable, and will use him again and I would thoroughly recommend him to anyone”.
Perry James
Perry James Ponds and Lakes
"Thanks for your prompt and professional service. Your surveys for the estate were both accurate and comprehensive".
Peter Shaw
Manager of a large country estate

‘We are happy to recommend Woods Surveys Ltd as we have always found them to be reliable, accurate and co-operative.’
Bill Bampton
Owner/Director: Pelham Structures
‘Chris and I hit it off from the word go, as he is an approachable chap with a 'can do attitude' he provides a professional report with a very fast turnaround,
he certainly knows his stuff and I have no hesitation in recommending his services to others’.
Chris Scullion BSc Eng
Director: C M Scullion Associates Ltd
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‘Chris has always provided us with a professional and accurate service at short notice whether it be topographical surveys, volumetric calculations or site
setting out.
I would have no hesitation in recommending him and will continue to utilise his vast knowledge and expertise’.
Andy Houghton
Technical Coordinator: The Anderson Group
‘We have utilised the land surveying capabilities of Woods Surveys on a number of high profile projects. From topographical survey to setting out and
volumetric calculations, we have always found their service to be reliable, professional and trustworthy.
I would have no hesitation in recommending their abilities to any prospective clients’
Mick Rawdon
Managing Director: Vertase F.L.I.

